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A HISTORY IN COMMON – A FUTURE IN PROGRESS 
 THE ROYAL COMMONWEALTH SOCIETY IS A NETWORK OF INDIVIUDALS AND ORGANISATONS COMMITTED TO 

IMPROVING THE LIVES AND PROSPECTS OF COMMONWEALTH CITIZENS ACROSS THE WORLD 

 
Sapphire Jubilee Queen -  65 years on the throne – 6 February 2017 

 

 OUR GOVERNOR-GENERAL BECOMES NATIONAL PATRON 
  We are delighted to announce that The Right Honourable Dame Patsy Reddy GNZM QSO, Governor-General pf New Zealand has accepted national patronage of the Royal Commonwealth Society in New Zealand thus continuing the long tradition of Vice Regal patronage for our organisation.  



CELEBRATION OF COMMONWEALTH DAY 2017 
The National Observance was held at the Wellington Cathedral of St Paul on the evening of 
Commonwealth Day and saw a good attendance of RCS members amongst a diverse 
congregation comprising people from all walks of life.  
For Governor-General Dame Patsy Reddy, this was her first Commonwealth Day since 
assuming office as Governor-General. The hour long service opened to pomp and 
circumstance with the Commonwealth procession led by Piper Malcolm Galloway and 
followed by the traditional parade of Commonwealth country flags.  Two outstanding 
personal reflections were given by Dr Rebecca Dudley, International Humanitarian Law 
Adviser with the NZ Red Cross and Alex Bengree, 2017 Queen’s Young Leader Runner-up. 
Alex’s address is published in this newsletter.  
Music was provided by the Choir of Wellington Cathedral of St Paul, Duo Tapas and Daniel 
O’Connor, baritone with a stirring rendition of Why Do The Nations from the Messiah. 
Representatives of the Hindu, Islamic, Buddhist and Jewish Faiths shared prayers and 
readings together with the High Commissioner of Canada who gave the scripture reading. 
The Commonwealth Affirmations were led by outgoing CYNZ Executive Director Aaron 
Hape. 
Following the Observance, guests moved to Parliament for a reception hosted by the Hon 
Louise Upston, representing the Prime Minister where they were entertained by Daniel 
White. 
 

 

 Dame Patsy was greeted by Commonwealth members of the Diplomatic Corps, including HE Mr Afrasiab Hashmi, High Commissioner of Pakistan, HE Mrs Teremoana Yala, High Commissioner of the Cook Islands and HE Mr Filimone Waqabaca, High Commissioner of Fiji   
Photo credit: Government House 

 

 



Message from Her Majesty The Queen, Head of the 
Commonwealth 

 
 
"This Commonwealth Day, a baton will set out from Buckingham Palace and begin a long and 
extraordinary journey. Over the next twelve months, the Baton will visit people living in the nations and 
territories of our Commonwealth family in every continent and ocean. 
Carried on its way by thousands of people of all ages and backgrounds, by the time it reaches its final 
destination, The Queen’s Baton will have brought together through its route and symbolism, almost 2.5 
billion people who share the special connection of being Commonwealth citizens. 
Contained within the Baton will be a written message that will be opened and read at the 
Commonwealth Games in Australia next year. However, there is an even more powerful message to be 
seen and experienced as the Baton passes from hand to hand, from seashore to mountaintop, through 
cities, towns, and villages. It is the message of a peace-building Commonwealth. 
The cornerstones on which peace is founded are, quite simply, respect and understanding for one 
another. Working together, we build peace by defending the dignity of every individual and community.  
By upholding justice and the rule of law, and by striving for societies that are fair and offer opportunities 
for all, we overcome division and find reconciliation, so that the benefits of progress and prosperity may 
be multiplied and shared. As members of the Commonwealth family we can find much to be thankful for 



in the inheritances we have received from those who came before us. Through consensus and co-
operation great things have been achieved. 
We can find further reward and fulfilment by continuing to collaborate with others in a spirit of goodwill 
to build a peaceful and abundant future for all Commonwealth citizens." 
 Elizabeth R. 
 

 
 
Message from the Prime Minister of New Zealand 
The Rt Hon Bill English 
Thank you for joining us today in celebrating Commonwealth Day for 2017 
In 1949, the year marking the beginning of the modern Commonwealth, leaders declared that 
our nations as ‘’free and equal members of the Commonwealth”, would freely co-operate in 
‘’the pursuit of peace, liberty and progress.” 
While this message of peace and cooperation would have hardly sounded surprising in the 
aftermath of the horrors pf the Great Wars, it is every bit as important today as it was seven 
decades ago. 



Rarely has the world seen comparable levels of conflict and human suffering. The vision of a 
cooperative, rules-based international order that emerged after World War II is increasingly 
under threat. In a globalized world, this has ripple on effects affecting each and every one of 
us. Even in peaceful societies, the politics of fear are leading to increasing polarization and 
uncertainty. 
The theme of this year’s Commonwealth Day, ‘’A Peace Building Commonwealth’’ therefore 
couldn’t be more timely. Back in 1949, just as it is now, sustaining peace in a spirit of 
cooperation is at the heart of what the Commonwealth stands for. 
Thanks to both the diversity and the commonalities of its members, the Commonwealth is 
ideally placed to bring our nations, our leaders and politicians, and most importantly- our 
citizens together in support building peace. 
The Commonwealth is a unique forum for working together rand learning from others, 
including in areas such as the rule of law and respect of human rights which are essential for 
maintaining peace both within and beyond our borders. 
Peace is not something we can ever take for granted. It requires the efforts of all of us. It 
requires dedication, willpower, and as Her Majesty The Queen has said- respect, 
understanding and the spirit of good will to overcome division and find reconciliation. 
Let us work together and live up to the vision and commitment of our forefathers in 
promoting peace. Thank you.  
Alex Bengree was one of two speakers sharing personal reflections at this 
year’s Commonwealth Observance.  

 

 
Brad Olsen with Queen’s Young Leaders 
2017 Runner Up Alex Bengree after her moving speech at the Observance  

 



 “We all have the power to de-stigmatise mental illness” 
This year I am grateful and proud to be a runner up for the Queen's Young Leaders Award, 
and feel privileged to be in a training programme along with the winners and other runners-
up. This amazing opportunity is given to numerous young leaders around the Commonwealth 
who are creating positive change in their communities and their nations.  
I was given this blessing because of years of work I have done in youth civics, and most 
recently a project around youth mental health called Te Whare Hauora Tautoko Rangatahi ki 
Te Awa Kairangi, which means The House that Supports the Youth of Lower Hutt". Now, I 
know that's quite a mouthful, but with great titles hopefully comes great meaning. I wanted 
to start this programme as a platform for young people to come and talk about their daily 
lives, their worries, and their aspirations in a safe space with their peers. The ultimate goal of 
that being to normalise conversations around mental health and its de-stigmatisation within 
our young community. It's not just about fixing poor mental health, but becoming 
comfortable in your own skin and being the best healthiest version of oneself. 

We all have the power to de-stigmatise mental illness and if something as small 
as a conversation can make a difference, then we may as well give it a go. 

For years, New Zealand has been prominent in staggering statistics relating to youth suicide 
and mental illness, and just last year was the leader in youth suicide of the developed world. 
These continuing statistics break my heart each year. As a young person, I saw it out every 
lunch day where one wrong move became a week of shame. I saw how these statistics grew 
within the minds my peers afraid of being judged by who they are or wanted to be. 
Sometimes, as a young person, you can feel that you are constantly being evaluated, and that 
pressure can weigh heavy when not talked about. It may not even be pressure, it can be for 
numerous other reasons too. But to talk about any of it, is to show weakness because you 
obviously can't keep up while everyone else is doing fine.  
Having poor mental health is nothing to be ashamed of. It is just another struggle we have to 
overcome as humans with these amazing things we call brains. It is sometimes a part of who 
we are, and a part of our own personal journey. So if young people can talk about their 



journey, and not feel inadequate or weak by doing so, maybe this can make a change to those 
statistics for the better. 

It's not just about fixing poor mental health, but becoming comfortable in your 
own skin and being the best healthiest version of oneself. 

Some young people have no one to talk to, or don't know what services there are to help 
them. Many of such services are underfunded, or inaccessible at the right moment when your 
world may be crumbling beneath you at 12am. This is why it is important to have support 
around a young person, so they know that someone is there for them even when all the doors 
are closed at 5pm, and all the phones are unattended.  
Now that I am older, and on the other side of adolescence, I can see how exaggerated my 
mind made the smallest mistakes seem. Another person's opinion of me is no longer as sharp 
as it used to be, and the feeling of worry and fear when walking into a classroom is now a 
memory. I know I am lucky that I am supported by those close to me, and that I can mostly 
push past such feelings, but my dream is to help other young people do the same. This can 
sometimes prove tough when all they know is to be modest and not stick out.  
The programme has come a long way, but we still have much further to go. I was lucky enough 
to have a Youth Counsellor support us with some of her free time, and a graphic designer 
design all the advertising materials for free. Getting schools on board to advertise this project 
and encourage their students to come along has probably been the toughest challenge, but 
it won't stop me from continuing to try for those who need it. The other young leaders have 
shown me to keep persevering, even if it just makes a difference for one young person. 

Let this year's Commonwealth day theme not just be about peace-building in 
our countries, but peace-building within each individual as well. 

I urge you to encourage conversation without judgement. We all have the power to de-
stigmatise mental illness and if something as small as a conversation can make a difference, 
then we may as well give it a go. Let this year's Commonwealth Day theme not just be about 
peace-building in our countries, but peace-building within each individual as well. Be that 



support a young person can open up to no matter what it's about, and leave your own opinion 
aside for a moment. You don't know how many lives you may be saving one day by doing so. 
Alex Bengree 
2017 Queen’s Young Leaders runner-up, 2016 Kiwibank New Zealander of the Year Medallist, 
Associate Fellow of the Royal Commonwealth Society, Member of Commonwealth Youth New 
Zealand 
 
Auckland 

 
So, a bishop, a councillor, Commonwealth Rep, and MP walked into a ... 
Commonwealth Day Service at Holy Trinity Cathedral…. Along with Bishop Bay and Councillor 
Desley Simpson are Marek Townley, CYNZ and  Simon O’Connor MP. Well done to Marek 
Townley for delivering an excellent commonwealth day address. 

 
 
 



The Queen celebrates Commonwealth Day at 
Westminster Abbey 
Tuesday, 14 March 2017, 10.55am 
Press Release: Royal Commonwealth Society
Her Majesty The Queen celebrates Commonwealth Day at Westminster Abbey 
Her Majesty The Queen, the Head of the Commonwealth, today attended the Commonwealth Service at Westminster Abbey to celebrate Commonwealth Day. The Queen was joined by TRH The Duke of Edinburgh, The Prince of Wales, The Duchess of Cornwall, Prince Harry, The Duke of York and The Earl of Wessex. 
The Service was based around the 2017 Commonwealth theme, ‘A Peace-building Commonwealth’, and is the largest multi-faith celebration in the UK. Commonwealth Day 2017 marks 40 years since Commonwealth Day became a global celebration on the same day every year: the second Monday in March. 
The Prime Minister of the UK, the Rt Hon Theresa May MP, was in attendance as well as High Commissioners, dignitaries from across the UK and around the Commonwealth, senior politicians, faith leaders and 800 school children and young people. 
Highlights included Reflections from the Prime Minister of Malta and Chair-in-Office of the Commonwealth, the Hon Dr Joseph Muscat MP, and Cameroonian peace advocate Achaleke Christian Leke, a former victim of radicalisation and violence. The Commonwealth Secretary-General, the Rt Hon Patricia Scotland QC, led the Act of Affirmation to the Commonwealth. 
Dame Jessica Ennis-Hill DBE and Ms Fadumo Olow, a young Muslim woman from the Youth Sport Trust, processed The Queen’s Baton to the High Altar with Commonwealth athletes Anna Meares OAM and Kurt Fearnley OAM. The Queen’s Baton arrived at Westminster Abbey from the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games Queen’s Baton Relay launch, which took place at Buckingham Palace in the morning. The Baton will travel through all Commonwealth member countries over 388 days, covering 230,000 kilometres to its final destination, the opening ceremony of the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games. 
The audience also enjoyed performances by Australian musician Cody Simpson, George the Poet, a British spoken-word performer of Ugandan heritage, Maltese poet Dr Immanuel Mifsud and Canadian Soprano Measha Brueggergosman. 
The event was broadcast live on BBC One and relayed live on BBC World Service. 
On Commonwealth trade relations post-Brexit, the Prime Minister of Malta, Dr Joseph Muscat MP, who is currently both Chair-in-Office of the Commonwealth and leading Malta’s Presidency of the EU in the first half of 2017, said: “There is a huge opportunity, not only for the UK, to have better relations and better trade relations amongst ourselves.” 
“We have some common rules, most of us have Common Law, which makes trade easier. What I think should be the role of the Commonwealth now is to help its smaller members 



to come up with the templates to have trade agreements with the UK and amongst themselves, now that there might be this window of opportunity. I see this as a positive aspect, both as a European and as a Commonwealth country.” 
On the topic of trade among Commonwealth countries, Baroness Anelay, Minister of State for the Foreign & Commonwealth Office, said: “It’s more productive because it’s been proved it’s 19% cheaper to carry on trade within the Commonwealth than outside it. So it’s for every body’s benefit, but above all what it does is build prosperity for the next generation.” 
Geri Horner, singer and Prince’s Trust Ambassador, who attended the Service. said: “More than ever the Commonwealth is needed, in the times that we live in. Today was a reminder that we need each other, even though we are all different. So to be able to celebrate that together, I felt very proud.” 
“The one thing about music is that it doesn’t matter where you’re from, how old you are, old or young, whatever your culture, you can all nod your head to the same beat…Today is a reminder that it doesn’t matter if you are different, we can all together just get on with it, it’s a very positive message. What the Commonwealth stands for is a beautiful thing and so needed in this modern world we live in.” 
Speaking about sport as a way to promote peace-building, Dame Jessica Ennis-Hill DBE said:“Sport is an incredible tool and it can bring so many people together…it is so powerful.” 
Achaleke Christian Leke, the 2016 Commonwealth Young Person of the Year said: “I think peace-building starts from the heart…It doesn’t limit to the government, peace-building is a collective process.” 
On The Queen’s Baton Relay launch on Commonwealth Day, Tom Tate, the Mayor of Gold Coastsaid: “It’s been marvellous, people have been so generous to make us feel so welcome. And to be sitting there with Her Majesty handing out The Queen’s Baton with her message to go throughout the Commonwealth is one of my proudest moments as Mayor of the City.” 

 



Prince Harry and the Duke of York outside the Abbey 

 



The Count Down to the Commonwealth Games 
Gold Coast Australia April 2018 has begun 

 
On the morning of Commonwealth Day, The Queen, accompanied by the Duke of Edinburgh 
and The Earl of Wessex, launched The Queen's Baton Relay for the XXI Commonwealth 
Games to be held on the Australian Gold Coast in 2018. The #GC2018 Relay will be the 
longest in history, travelling through all 52 Commonwealth countries for 388 days and 
covering 230,000 kilometres. 
 

 

CYNZ Appoints Patron  
 Sir Anand and Lady Satyanand in Barbados during a visit in March. It was announced on 29 March, that Sir Anand had been appointed Patron of Commonwealth Youth New Zealand for a term of three years.  He has taken a close and supportive interest in CYNZ in its first three years of operation and was the keynote speaker at CYNZ's foundation meeting in 2014.  

 
 


